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Different ideas have
influenced Muslim cultures
throughout history.

At 30 Days, one of our goals is to help the global Church in its understanding of the 
Muslim world. It is easy to assume that all Muslims are just like the ones we know 

where we live, or just like the ones we read about or see on 
the news if we don’t know any personally. But, of course, 
this is not true—within Islam there are many different 
ideas about what it means to be a Muslim. Different ideas 
have influenced Muslim cultures throughout history and 
have spread and changed over the years. This year’s guide 
explores some of those ideas.

We hope you will learn a lot about the diversity that exists among Muslim people 
in their expression of faith, their religious beliefs and their ideologies as you read this 
year’s prayer guide, and that it will inspire you to pray with fresh insight for them.  

Thank you for praying!
30 Days Editors

Welcome to the 2020 edition of  
30 Days Muslim World Prayer Guide! 

OUR SPONSORS
Ministries whose advertising significantly 
contributes toward this prayer guide are 
featured throughout the booklet. They provide 
opportunities to pursue further learning about and 
involvement with what God is doing in the Muslim 
world.

ABOUT US
WorldChristian has published and distributed this 
annual prayer guide since 1993. It is intended for 
Jesus-followers to learn more about our world's 
Muslim neighbors and their beliefs, so that we 
may be better equipped to embrace them with 
the love of Christ and to prayerfully bear witness 
to His Lordship. The 30-day period intentionally 
but respectfully coincides each year with the 
important Islamic month of religious observation—
Ramadan, a time of the year when Muslims are 
more deeply aware of spiritual matters. Let 
us pray that Jesus will reveal Himself to many 
Muslims during this period. To learn more, go to 
www.30DaysPrayer.com. Feedback? See contact 
info on back cover.

ORDER ADDITIONAL BOOKLETS
Quantity discounts available (see page 56)
Order the Just for Kids young readers  
booklet (see page 54)

Please join us not only in prayer for our world's Muslim neighbors, but also through 
your financial giving. Your donations enable us to support ministry opportunities and to 
produce additional Prayer Guides (now including Hindu and Buddhist ones).  
DONATE SECURELY ONLINE: www.worldchristianconcern.org/donate, or by check: 
payable to WorldChristian Concern (more information and address on page 52).
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Notes, Questions and Reflections



How did 30 Days get started? 
A group of mission leaders were praying at a meeting in the 
Middle East in 1992. They were convicted about their attitude 
toward the Muslim world and they committed to be more 
proactive in demonstrating God’s love for Muslim people. The 
30 Days guide to pray for Muslims during Ramadan was one way 
they responded, in an effort to mobilize Christians to learn about 
and engage with Muslims in their communities and in the world. 

How many people participate in 30 Days? 
30 Days is translated into about 30 languages and distributed in 
40 nations. Each day during Ramadan, we know that hundreds 
of thousands of believers are joining together in prayer, making it 
one of the largest prayer events in the world. 

Who writes the articles and produces the guide? 
The team that produces 30 Days is a diverse group of Christians 
from all over the world. Most of them have lived among, worked 
with and loved Muslim people for many years. Some contribute 
articles, while others volunteer each year to translate, design or 
distribute the guide. 

Frequently asked questions about
30 Days of Prayer for the Muslim World
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We know that hundreds of thousands of
believers are joining together in prayer.
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How do you decide who to pray for? 
Each year, we ask God to give us a theme for prayer, 
which helps keep the articles connected and focused and 
introduces our regular readers to new information about 
Muslims. The 30 Days editor receives submissions from 
all over the world, so our selection is partly based on 
what we receive, but we try to represent a wide variety of 
cultures and beliefs. If you are interested in mobilizing 
prayer for a particular need, trend, subject or people 
group, contact us if you’d like to contribute content: 
PaulF@30daysprayer.com

How should we pray?
Use the prayer ideas on each page as a starting 
point for your prayers. Some of them have Scriptures 
that will provide inspiration. Let the Holy Spirit 
challenge you to pray as you consider all the 
needs of the people you read about, 
and in our calling as the followers of 
Christ to love them and share 
the good news with them. 



INDIA 
 14 Sunni Muslims of Uttar Pradesh 
 16  Deoband madrasa movement
 7  Tablighi Jamaat movement
 12  Heavenly Ornaments movement
 10 Daudi Bohra
 21 Kashmiris   
 23 Women finding their voice

AFRICA 
 29 Somalis
 4 Nubians of the Nile Valley
 9 Ahmadiyya in Ghana
 3 Tijaniyyah movement

MIDDLE EAST 
 19 House-church movements in Iran
 18 The Islamic Revolution in Iran
 11 Women’s movements in Saudi Arabia 
 30 Christians in the Middle East
 5 Wahhabism

CENTRAL ASIA 
 6 Dagestan
 25 Kyrgyzstan

EAST ASIA
 20 Migrant workers in Taiwan
 27 Mbojo of Indonesia

NORTH AMERICA
 13 Nation of Islam

EUROPE
 2 Turkey (Sufism)
 28 London

GLOBAL MOVEMENTS 
22 International students 
 8 Quranism
 17 Progressive Islam 
 24 Cultural Muslims
 15 Muslim Brotherhood
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Here is where some of our prayers will take us this year.
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DAY 1 April 24

Introduction to movements in Islam

7

Have you ever read comments on social media posts from 
any popular Christian organization about current events and 

cultural change? Sometimes you could begin to wonder if the 
followers of Christ have anything in common! 

It is no different for Muslims. A shared faith is no barrier to 
conflicting views on the best way to run a national economy, how to 
raise children, or which politicians to support. And don’t forget the 
endless possible arguments over which version of the sacred text is 
the most accurate and which religious leader has the most accurate 
interpretation of those sacred texts!   

Within Christianity, people have developed different movements 
over the centuries that reflect different expressions of our faith as 
it relates to a variety of concerns—how to worship, how to govern, 
how to raise a family. Political movements, social movements, 
theological movements—these are all ways to collaborate with others 
who share our views and to encourage others to share them too. 

For Christians, it is vital that we remember the words of  
1 Corinthians 12:12: “Just as a body, though one, has many parts, 
but all its many parts form one body, so it is with Christ.” Despite our 
differences on many matters, it is our shared faith in Jesus Christ 
that makes us One Body. 

In Islam there are also movements that advocate for different ways 
of living and worshiping as a Muslim. In this edition of 30 Days, we 
want to introduce you to some of those movements and explore how 
we can pray for the people in them.

HOW WE CAN PRAY

 ➊ HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of 
Christians around the world are 
joining you for the next 30 days to 
pray for Muslims. Pray as Jesus 
did in John 17:20–23, that the 
Body of Christ may be brought to 
unity, so that the world will know 
the love of Christ.

 ➋ PRAY THAT Christians will be 
a compelling example to Muslims 
of the influence of Jesus, and 
that we will be known not by our 
differences, but by our love as 
shown in John 13:35.

 ➌ ALL MUSLIMS, regardless of 
their specific beliefs, understand 
Jesus (Isa) to be an important 
prophet. Pray that they will 
experience a revelation of Him 
during this time of prayer and 
fasting. 

Global movements

A shared faith is no barrier 
to conflicting views.
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The movement of Sufism is widespread in 
many parts of the Islamic world. It emerged 

soon after the rise of Islam and emphasizes 
the inward, spiritual dimension of the Muslim 
faith. Sufis pursue a divine 
connection, sometimes through 
self-sacrifice or ecstatic 
forms of meditations, such as 
speaking or dancing themselves into a trance. 
An example of this is the Turkish Mevlevi 
Dervishes during their whirling dance.

Every Sufi is member of an order that 
is formed around a grandmaster, who is a 
descendant of the prophet Muhammad and has 
great power over each member. The orders 

do not just influence their members, they 
impact the whole society they are part of. In 
Turkey, for example, it is assumed that the faith 
and practice of almost all Muslims is shaped by 

Sufi ideas. 
Sufism is banned in a few 

countries for being politically 
active, but they exist and thrive 

throughout the Muslim world. In Turkey, the 
Naqshbandi Sufi order is very prominent and 
has influenced several key political leaders.

The final goal of a Sufi is to embark on a 
journey to free themselves from the things 
of this world so they can focus on the love of 
God. Under the guidance of the master, a Sufi 
begins with the law (sharia), which includes the 
five pillars of Islam. The end of the journey is 
perfect knowledge and a “vision of God”. 

HOW WE CAN PRAY

 ➊ PRAY FOR Sufis to find the 
divine connection they are looking 
for in Jesus. (2 Peter 1:3–5)

 ➋ AMONG TURKEY’S 80 million 
population, there are a few 
thousand Muslim-background 
believers. Pray that they will be 
able to share their faith effectively 
to Sufi Muslims. 

 ➌ MEDITATE ON Psalm 36:5–9 and 
be inspired by it to pray for Sufi 
Muslims and those they influence.

DAY 2 April 25

Sufism in Turkey

Photo ©  Flickr CC Christopher Rose

They have an impact on the
whole society they are part of.

Turkey
Middle East





LOVE

1.8 BILLION PEOPLE 
STILL NEED TO KNOW 
THE LOVE OF CHRIST  

Receive a different video 
every day during Ramadan.

Access over 130 powerful videos that 
will guide you in prayer for Muslims.

Pray along with former Muslims 
who now follow Jesus. 

MUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMSMUSLIMS
SIGN UP NOW: 
lovemuslims.org 
or text ‘ramadan’ to 22828

LM_Update.indd   1 12/19/19   9:48 PM



HOW WE CAN PRAY

 ➊ THE TIJANIYYAH movement 
is most active in a region that 
has thousands of unreached 
Muslim people groups. Pray for 
movements to Christ that are 
happening among some of these 
groups and for Christians who 
work among them.

 ➋ IN SOME NATIONS, Tijaniyyah 
leaders have great influence. Pray 
that they will use this influence for 
the peace and well-being of the 
people of West Africa. 

 ➌ PSALM 136 is an example 
of a repetitive Psalm, used by 
Christians to remember God’s love. 
Be inspired by the words of this 
Psalm to pray for the Tijaniyyah. 

DAY 3 April 26

The Tijaniyyah 

Abdul hurried through the dark to join the celebration of 
the birthday of the prophet Muhammad, which began at 

midnight in his village in Senegal. As a Tijani, a member of the 
Sufi order known as Tijaniyyah, this event was the most important 
gathering of the year. Abdul and his fellow Tijanis would spend the 
night chanting, reciting poems and sharing speeches about the life 
of Muhammad.  

The Tijaniyyah originated in the 1780s in what is now Algeria, 
as a reaction to the dominant Muslim order, the Qadiriyyah, 
which was conservative and fundamentalist in its view of 
Islam. Tijanis were more focused on social reform and a 
grassroots revival of Islam with an emphasis on developing 
culture and education. 

Sufi orders, or tariqas, are like different paths to spiritual 
enlightenment within the mystical practice of Islam known as 
Sufism. The Tijaniyyah order is most widespread across West 
Africa, particularly in Senegal, The Gambia, Mauritania, Mali, 
Guinea, Niger, Chad, Ghana, Northern and South-western 
Nigeria and some parts of Sudan. They are an exclusive 
order: Tijanis cannot belong to any other Sufi orders. 
Chanting and the repetition of holy phrases is an important 
practice for them. They have formulas to repeat daily, both 
individually and at regular communal gatherings. These 
include the name of God, short prayers, and other phrases 
aimed at turning their focus towards God. 
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Chanting and the repetition of 
holy phrases is an important 
practice.
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LOVE

1.8 BILLION PEOPLE 
STILL NEED TO KNOW 
THE LOVE OF CHRIST  

Receive a different video 
every day during Ramadan.

Access over 130 powerful videos that 
will guide you in prayer for Muslims.

Pray along with former Muslims 
who now follow Jesus. 
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Abu Ali grew up as a traditional Muslim in 
a Nubian village south of Aswan, Egypt. 

As he got older he began to explore Sufism—a 
mystical form of Islam in which Muslims 
pursue deeper understanding of divine love and 
truth through direct personal experience with 
God. 

Abu Ali spent hours in daily meditation, 
longing for a vision of God. However, 
disillusionment with Sufism, along with 
exposure to the gospel, eventually led him to 
Jesus.

One of the oldest known 
civilizations, by the sixth century 
AD the Nubians had established 
three kingdoms in the Nile Valley; 
all three embraced Christianity, 
making it one of the earliest 
African churches. The 
spread of Islam in the 13th 
century gradually led 

to its demise, and today there are few Nubian 
Christians.

Of the two million Nubian people, 99 
percent follow Sunni Islam. However, many, 
like Abu Ali, are attracted to Sufism, as they 
try to experience God more deeply. Some Sufi 
concepts make them more receptive to the 
gospel.

High unemployment, partly caused by the 
building of the Aswan High Dam (completed in 
1970 and inaugurated the following year), sent 
thousands of Nubian men to the Gulf States 

and Saudi Arabia as laborers, to provide 
for their families back home. Many have 
come under the influence of conservative 
Wahhabi Islam there. This influence has 

led to changes in their religious practice, 
behavior and dress which they take back 

to their homeland, also creating more 
resistance to Christianity.

Some Sufi concepts make them more 
receptive to the gospel.

12

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY Acts 22:14–15 for the 
Nubians, that they will return to 
their ancestral faith and establish 
new churches.

 ➋ PRAY FOR those Nubians 
under the influence of Sufism and 
Wahhabism—that they will have 
true encounters with Jesus.

 ➌ PRAY FOR wisdom for the 
growing number of Christian 
workers engaged in ministry 
among the Nubians.  

DAY 4 April 27

The Nile-Nubians in Egypt and Sudan
Egypt and Sudan
Africa
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Wahhabism is a conservative movement 
within the Sunni branch of Islam. It was 

developed in the 18th century in Saudi Arabia 
by a theologian named Muhammad ibn Abd 
al-Wahhab. 

The theology calls for a return to a “pure” 
or fundamentalist form of Islam. It is a 
strict form of religion that prohibits alcohol, 
music, tobacco and any form of mysticism. 
Wahhabism also enforces practices such as 
ritual prayer and the separation of men and 
women. 

Wahhabis (who consider themselves the only 
true Muslims deserving of that name) are often 
confused with Salafis, a similar movement with 
different roots, so it 
is difficult to estimate 
their numbers. 
However, the majority 
of Sunni and Shia 
Muslims worldwide denounce Wahhabism as 
an extremist sect, though it does appear to 
have disproportionate influence. 

This influence was largely gained because 
the movement has long been associated with 
the Saudi royal family, who used Wahhabism as 
a means of uniting the tribes that later formed 
the first Saudi state in the 18th century. They 
continue to generously fund the global building 
of mosques, propaganda and teaching, which 
spreads the movement.              

Wahhabism is known for being an 
intolerant and aggressive form of Islam and 
has been blamed for links to global terrorist 
organizations. However, some observers claim 
that political, not religious, ideology is to blame 
for violent action. 

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ WAHHABIS are very influential 
and well-resourced, making their 
movement seem bigger than 
it is. Pray for Muslims who live 
unwillingly under the burden of 
Wahhabism. 

 ➋ WAHHABIS avoid association 
with non-Wahhabis, making it very 
difficult to build relationships with 
them. Pray that God will speak to 
them in dreams and visions 
and give them opportunities 
to meet followers of Christ. 

 ➌ WAHHABIS are included 
in God’s promises to 
the children of Abraham 
that Paul writes about 
in Galatians 3. Pray that 
they would come into 
their inheritance as God’s 
children. 

DAY 5 April 28

Wahhabism 
Middle East

Wahhabism is known for
being an intolerant and
aggressive form of Islam.
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Dagestan is a republic of Russia, bordering 
the east coast of the Caspian Sea, Georgia 

and Azerbaijan. About 95 percent of the 2.9 
million people of Dagestan are Muslim. Two of 
the largest people groups are the Avars and the 
Dargins.

The extremely conservative movement of 
Wahhabism has spread from Saudi Arabia, 
where it originated, to influence Muslim 
society around the world. In Dagestan, where 
it was introduced in the 1980s, it inspired 
the formation of a political entity in the late 
’90s which tried to declare independence and 
resulted in several years of violent conflict. 

Wahhabis remain influential in the region. 
Despite harsh restrictions on behavior that 
control what to eat, what to wear, and how to 
worship, Wahhabism offers ready responses to 
those angry with the corruption they witness at 
every level of society. 

But Dagestan’s traditional culture also 
survives. Music is forbidden in Wahhabism, 
so it is not heard in the mosques. But mission 
workers know a Dargin blade-smith and artisan 
who used to enjoy popular music. He says 

that when he repented and became a “serious 
Muslim” (that is, a Wahhabi) he gave up music. 
But when the mission workers visited his home, 
the whole family joyfully joined in the region’s 
traditional “Lezginka” dance to music.

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR the few hundred 
believers in Dagestan and for 
efforts to translate the Bible into 
Dagestan’s indigenous languages 
in written and audio versions. 

 ➋ PRAY FOR Dagestan’s 
authorities to be free from 
corruption. As you pray, be 
inspired by Ezekiel 36:26–27.

 ➌ WAHHABISM demands 
conformity to what it considers 
“pure” Islam. Pray that Avars 
and Dargins will have their own 
revelations of Jesus and the 
freedom He offers. Pray from 
Philippians 1:9–11.

DAY 6 April 29

Wahhabism in Dagestan 
Dagestan 
Central Asia
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For over a century, SIM has been crossing barriers 
to bring God’s good news to hard places. Today, 
more than 4,000 SIM workers from 65 different 
countries serve in over 70 countries worldwide. 

Would you consider joining us in making disciples 
of Jesus in communities where He is least known?

Connect with us today to learn more.

No one should live and die 
without hearing the gospel
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countries serve in over 70 countries worldwide. 

Would you consider joining us in making disciples 
of Jesus in communities where He is least known?

Connect with us today to learn more.

No one should live and die 
without hearing the gospel
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With over 80 million members, the Tablighi 
Jamaat (“Society for Spreading Faith”) 

is the largest Muslim organization in the 
world. They are present in over 150 countries, 
including Ethiopia, South Africa, the USA and 
Nepal. As their focus is on reaching nominal 
Muslims they are not well-known among 
Christian circles. They don’t engage politically, 

instead believing that society will improve when 
Muslims live fully within the expectations of 
Islam in every action, including appearance and 
interaction with others. Their largest annual 
gathering, an ijtima, in Bangladesh, attracts 
about five million Muslims each year (two 
million more than the Hajj pilgrimage to Mecca), 
and there are other regular gatherings around 
the globe. 

In Europe, the headquarters for the Tablighi 
Jamaat is in the UK. There, followers are taught 
how to live according to Tablighi Jamaat 
principles and sent on short preaching tours. 

Anwar traveled from Australia to spend 
two months at the founding headquarters for 
Tablighi Jamaat in Delhi, India. During that time, 
he joined with others from around the world, 
learning more about their faith and going on 
preaching tours to places where Muslims were 
not living the strict Sunni Muslim lifestyle that 
the Tablighi Jamaat preaches. He knew this 
would equip him for his return, and he valued 
the experience of deeply connecting with other 
young Muslim men, but the simplicity of life 
while on tour was a challenge. 

DAY 7 April 30

Tablighi Jamaat
IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY THAT the zeal among 
members of the Tablighi Jamaat 
would be rooted in the fountain of 
life. (Psalm 36:9)

 ➋ THE ANNUAL ijtima in 
Bangladesh takes place in 
January and gathers an enormous 
crowd, leading to many logistical 
complications. Pray for the safety 
of the participants, the organizers 
and the local community.

 ➌ PRAY FOR those who are 
committed to spreading their 
Christian faith among members of 
the Tablighi Jamaat to be effective 
in their witness. (Acts 1:8)  

India
South Asia

Their focus is on reaching 
nominal Muslims.
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Most Muslims view Quranists 
as misguided or even heretics.

Most Muslims consider that there are three 
essential parts to Islamic law: The Quran, 

the Sunnah and the Hadiths: 

●  The Quran is the revelation received by the 
prophet Muhammad. 

●  The Sunnah is a collection of the recorded 
words, deeds and observations of the prophet 
Muhammad. 

●  The Hadith is a collection of six books 
of stories told by others about the life of 
Muhammad. 

The memorization, interpretation and 
application of these texts keep Muslim scholars 
well occupied. 

Quranists, also called “Submitters”, however, 
are a movement in Islam who believe that the 
Quran is the only source for religious law and 
guidance in Islam, and they reject the authority 
of the Hadith and the Sunnah. While they 
appreciate the role of the prophet Muhammad 
in the revelation of the Quran, they do not 
believe it is necessary or even valid to use the 
Sunnah or the Hadith to help with interpreting 
its words. 

Quranists are 
critical of the practice 
of what they think 
is inappropriate 
veneration of 
Muhammad by 
Muslims. They believe 
that mainstream 
Muslims show idolatry 
in their reverence for 
him and they do not 
include him in the 
traditional Shahadah 
(declaration of faith). 

Most Muslims view 
Quranists as misguided 
or even heretics who reject 
a major portion of Islamic doctrine—the 
importance of the prophet Muhammad as a 
role model and living example of Islam in daily 
life. Quranist ideology started in the time of 
Muhammad but gained more popularity in the 
20th century. There are Quranist societies in 
most regions with a large Muslim population, 
where they are tolerated to varying degrees. 

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ QURANISTS look for truth in 
the Quran. Pray that they will see 
Jesus in the text and pursue more 
of Him. 

 ➋ PRAY Proverbs 3:5–6 for 
“Submitters”. 

 ➌ PRAY THAT God will bless 
these Muslims who are earnestly 
seeking a clear source of guidance 
and revelation.

DAY 8 May 1

Quranists
Global movements
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THE GUIDE TO LOVING YOUR MUSLIM NEIGHBOR
by Samya Johnson (Published Oct. 2019)

$20/book or 3 copies for $50

This practical and to-the-point guide includes: 40 questions for you to 
ask your Muslim neighbor, simplified answers to 60 questions a Muslim 
may ask you, and comparisons of differing topics to discuss with your 
Muslim friend. Learn more and order at calloflove.org. 

THE SIMPLE TRUTH: The Quran and the Bible Side-by-Side
by Samya Johnson

$10/book or $5/book for bulk orders of 10 copies or more

This valuable quick read is for students and adults of all faiths. The 
booklet’s 60-page, 60-subject, bullet-point format, is a perfect tool to 
equip the next generation. Every fact is supported with references. 

Call of Love Ministries serves through various media and outreach venues to deliver God’s message of 
HOPE and LIFE to the Muslims in North America and globally. We also disclose the TRUTH about Islam 
and awaken believers to God’s heart for the Muslims by providing practical tools and teachings.

Visit our website store and order your copies today!  calloflove.org  
832-220-4040  |  info@calloflove.org  |  P.O. Box 498698, Cincinnati, OH 45249 USA

SCHEDULE SAMYA FOR YOUR EVENTS
Cultural workshops for groups going to serve in Islamic countries. Women’s 
and missions’ events and conferences. A Call to Love Muslims seminar. 
Samya is also a Perspectives instructor for lessons 4 and 11.

LIFE CHANGING RESOURCES FOR YOUR GROUP

  Call of Love Ministries  



The Ahmadiyya movement was first 
established in Punjab state in India by 

Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (1835–1908), who 
declared himself as the promised Messiah and 
Mahdi—the Islamic redeemer and reformer. 
Ghulam refuted Christian, Hindu and traditional 
Islamic doctrines about Jesus, which said that He 
would come back in person as the Madhi. 

Ahmadis believe that the anticipated second 
coming of Jesus took place at the advent 
of Ghulam. He claimed to receive revelation 
and was therefore a prophet and a “divine 
guide” to mankind. Ahmadis have struggled 
for decades to receive acceptance in the 
global Islamic community because their 

doctrine is inconsistent with traditional Islam. 
Nevertheless, Ahmadiyya is known to be a 
peace-loving and gentle movement within 
Islam. The fifth successor and current head of 
Ahmadiyya worldwide is Hazrat Mirza Masroor 
Ahmad, and the movement’s headquarters are 
now in London.  

Ahmad adopted missionary methods, 
tradition and terminology from the Christian 
faith despite his opposition to Christian beliefs. 
This makes it appeal to poorly discipled 
Christians and rural poor. Its apologetic nature 
also attracts educated people. 

The sect spread from India to the east and 
west coast of Africa and has been in Ghana 
since 1921, with an estimated 635,000 followers 
there out of the global figure of at least ten 
million Ahmadis. The movement first made a 
home among the Akan people, with a Methodist 
teacher as its earliest convert. It further 
established itself among a Muslim section 
of the tribe of the author of this article, the 
Waala. Ahmadiyya has contributed significantly 
to national development in Ghana and West 
Africa.

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR Ahmadis to discern 
the truth about Jesus and 
experience His power.  
(Matthew 16:13–19)

 ➋ PRAY THAT God will use 
Ahmadiyya’s sociopolitical and 
economic influence to bring 
about holistic transformation in 
developing nations.

 ➌ PRAY THAT the gentle posture 
of the Ahmadis will influence 
the Islamic world for peaceful 
coexistence with other religions.

DAY 9 May 2

The Ahmadiyya movement in Ghana
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Shabbir looked up from his coffee and 
explained his dilemma. His college exams 

were coming, but the Dai, the religious leader of 
the Daudi Bohra, a sect within the Shia branch 
of Islam, was in town celebrating a major 
holiday. Thousands had come to receive the 
blessing associated with hearing him. Shabbir 
was expected to go even though it would mean 
skipping his exams and failing his courses.

“‘I think this is a test,’ he told me. ‘What path 
am I going to follow? Am I going to do what the 
world says is important and take my exams, 
or am I going to follow the Dai and take his 
exam?’”  

There are over a million Bohra worldwide. 
The majority live in India, though there are 
significant populations in the USA, Europe and 

East Africa. They believe that after a series 
of imams (descendants of Muhammad 

who could receive 
guidance from 
God) the last 
imam went into 
hiding. The Dai is in communication 
with this hidden imam. For the Bohra, 

guidance and blessing from the Dai represent 
the path of success in this world and the next.

Shabbir’s dilemma represents two 
contrasting movements among the Bohra 
people. Increasingly, they are encountering 
opportunities outside of their community and 

away from the traditions 
they have always known. 
Should Shabbir prioritize 
the demands of school 

and a career, or will he forsake the world and 
trust fully in the Dai and the Bohra community? 

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY THAT the Bohra 
people will have wisdom and 
understanding to adapt to the 
changes in the world.

 ➋ PRAY THAT more and more 
Bohra would turn to Jesus as 
their high priest who is able to 
save them, according to Hebrews 
7:23–26.

 ➌ PRAY THAT God would send 
Christians to live alongside the 
Bohra people and walk with them 
as they seek and discover God.

DAY 10 May 3

The Daudi Bohra
India
South Asia

“

Increasingly, they are encountering
opportunities outside of their community.
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IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR national support 
to continue reforms that allow 
women equal rights and freedom 
in Saudi Arabia, including freedom 
of religion.

 ➋ THIS SHIFT in recent policies 
regarding women has come about 
as a direct result of the reforms 
initiated by the Crown Prince 
Mohammed Bin Salman and Vision 
2030. Pray for Saudi authorities 
to pursue the well-being and 
development of all Saudi Arabians.

 ➌ WOMEN WERE the first to 
recognize the risen Christ. Pray 
that it will be so in Saudi Arabia. 
(Luke 24)

DAY 11 May 4

The empowerment of women in 
Saudi Arabia

On an ordinary day in June 2017, in a 
restaurant in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 

everything was about to change. Suddenly, 
phones starting beeping and ringing. We read, 
in disbelief, the 
messages that 
were streaming 
in. Shrieks of 
celebration 
drowned out 
conversation. 
Outside, we heard 
cars honking their 
horns. It would 
take a full year 
for the ban to 
actually be lifted, 
but for women, the 
unexpected news that they were to be given the 
right to drive was one of the most remarkable 
moments in the history of Saudi Arabia.”

While it is still often considered slow 
progress by the international community, in 

the past few years Saudi Arabia has seen 
remarkable changes that promote women’s 
rights and empowerment. Not so long ago, 
women in Saudi Arabia were not permitted to 

drive, vote, attend 
college, or work 
in a public place. 
Recently, all of that 
has changed. In 
August 2019 it was 
even announced 
that Saudi women 
over the age of 21 
would be allowed 
to hold passports 
and travel abroad 
without the consent 
of a male guardian.  

Extraordinary progress for women is being 
made in the desert kingdom. While there is still 
a long way to go, women are no longer held 
back by the law, and these changes to ordinary 
life are literally changing the world.

Saudi Arabia
Middle East

Shrieks of celebration
drowned out conversation.
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It’s the most famous book, such an important 
book, written especially for women.’ I’d 

asked Zahra if she knew the book Heavenly 
Ornaments. She was incredulous: of course she 
did! She told me how her aunt would regularly 
gather the women in her Muslim neighborhood to 
read and discuss this book. As a little girl, Zahra 
had played as she listened in. Now as an adult 
she’s part of her own discussion group. There 
are thousands of similar book groups for women 
around the world.”

Bahishti Zewar, or Heavenly Ornaments, was 
written in North India in the early 20th century. 

It is a practical guidebook for Muslim 
women on how to lead religious and 
moral lives. When it was written 
the rise of non-Islamic influences, 
including Christianity, concerned 
Muslim leaders so much that they 
wanted women to have religious 
understanding, so they could 
teach their children and protect 
their families’ religious identity. 

A century later it is one of the 
most widely printed books in 

South Asia and studied by many Sunni Muslim 
women around the world. It is often given to a 
bride on her wedding day, along with a copy of 
the Quran. In parts of the UK, groups of teenage 
Muslim girls meet to study Heavenly Ornaments 
twice a week. They will study it repeatedly into 
adulthood, regularly discussing together how to 
apply its teaching about family life. 

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR these devotees of 
Heavenly Ornaments to seek the 
kingdom of heaven, like a pearl of 
great price. (Matthew 13:46) 

 ➋ PRAY THAT these women will 
have opportunities also to search 
Scripture and see that “Your word 
is a lamp to my feet and a light to 
my path.” (Psalm 119:105)

 ➌ PRAY FOR Muslim women 
raising the next generation, to 
have wisdom and 
courage to guide them 
into the future, knowing 
they are loved by their 
Heavenly Father and are 
precious in His sight.

DAY 12 May 5

Heavenly Ornaments
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It is one of the most
widely printed books 
in South Asia.
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IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ A FIFTH of America’s Muslims 
are black, and half of those are 
converts to Islam. Pray for black 
Muslims in America to have life-
changing encounters with Jesus. 

 ➋ PRAY FOR organizations and 
individuals who are currently 
addressing racial injustice in the 
USA to have wisdom and strength. 

 ➌ PRAY FOR the American Church 
to commit to love their Muslim 
neighbors as Christ commanded. 
(Luke 10: 25–37)

DAY 13 May 6

Nation of Islam

Islam was brought to the USA by African 
Muslim slaves. It remained there, hidden 

and quiet, until it began to re-emerge at the 
beginning of the 20th century. 

The Nation of Islam (NOI) is an Islamic 
political and religious movement that was 
founded in Detroit, USA, in 1930 by Wallace D 
Fard (Wali Fard Muhammad). It was quickly 
taken over by his assistant, Elijah (Poole) 
Muhammad, and promoted the basic tenets 
of Islam, a strong family life and traditional 
Islamic practices. Elijah Muhammad also 
developed a narrative to inspire black people in 
America with a sense of their own identity and 
power, and initially called for the creation of a 
separate black nation in the southern states. 

The NOI’s most famous leader, Malcolm X, 
took over in the 1950s but was later expelled 
from it and embraced a more orthodox Islam 
before being killed in 1965. The movement 
experienced several splits and changes before 
the national movement was restored in 1977 
under the charismatic leadership of Louis 
Farrakhan. Farrakhan became a prominent 
voice in America, aiming to promote the 

economic interests of black families and 
redefine negative stereotypes of black men.

NOI beliefs are similar to those of Sunni 
Islam, though NOI allows followers the option 
of fasting during the month of December 
instead of the traditional month of Ramadan, 
as a convenience for new converts. There are 
other controversies surrounding the NOI—both 

Muslim and non-Muslim groups disagree with 
some of its ideology and strategies. However, 
it remains an influential movement, with an 
estimated 20,000–50,000 members. 

United States of America 
North America

Muslim and non-Muslim 
groups disagree with some of
its ideology and strategies.
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Although India’s Muslim population exceeds 
180 million, they remain a minority, making 

up only 15 percent of India’s population of 1.3 
billion. Of these 180 million, an estimated 85 
percent are Sunni Muslims; nearly 40 million of 
these live in Uttar Pradesh, India’s most populous 
state. Unfortunately, despite hundreds of years 
of missionary work in India, the Muslims of North 
India and, more specifically, the Sunnis of Uttar 
Pradesh remain almost completely unreached/
unengaged. 

Since the Gujarat Riots of 2002, in which over 
a thousand Muslims were killed by militant 
Hindus, the Muslims of North India have lived 
in fear. As a result, there has been a strong 

movement by Muslims towards living 
in tight, often poor communities to 

provide some safety 
and security. 

Across North 
India rooftops 

are lined with green flags, representing Muslim 
neighborhoods, while orange flags designate 
Hindu neighborhoods. As persecution directed 
towards both Muslims and Christians in India 
continues to intensify, the Sunnis of Uttar 
Pradesh find their communities under siege. 
Negative media reports lead to increased 
attacks, and in Muslim neighborhoods basic 
infrastructures such as water, sanitation, 
education and healthcare are being cut off or 
denied to them.

And yet, despite the dangers, Muslims in 
Uttar Pradesh continue to welcome guests—
including mission workers—into their homes 
with generous hearts. “As we sip chai and share 
a meal, we pray for these precious people to 
experience the hope that only Christ can bring 
them.”

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR India to find a way to 
live in peace with its religious and 
cultural diversity, with all religions 
denouncing violence and working 
together for the good of their 
nation. 

 ➋ PRAY FOR Muslims living in 
closed neighborhoods in Uttar 
Pradesh to have the opportunity to 
hear the message of Christ. 

 ➌ PRAY FOR Christians in North 
India to contribute to peace, and 
to bring the hope, light and love of 
Christ into dark communities. 
(John 8:12)

DAY 14 May 7

Muslims of Uttar Pradesh, India
India
South Asia

Basic infrastructures such
as water, sanitation, 
education and healthcare
are being cut off.
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The Muslim Brotherhood is considered one 
of the oldest and most influential modern 

Islamic movements. Founded in 1928 by an 
Egyptian schoolteacher, the group sees Islam as 
a means for personal and social improvement 
and is widely involved in charitable works. 

The Muslim Brotherhood spread rapidly 
around the Arab world and became largely 
political in that region early on, calling for 
the establishment of Islamic states based 
on Islamic law and for the reform of existing 
political systems. In the 1950s, the group 
was recognized in parts of the Arab region 
as a threat, causing many members to flee to 
Europe. In Europe, the Brotherhood influenced 
the formation of other organizations to 
represent local Muslim communities and to 
advocate for causes of interest to them. 

Some analysts believe the movement is in 
crisis in the Arab states, and particularly in 

Egypt, with conflict between older and 
younger members over ideological and 

strategic priorities creating greater 
uncertainty about its present aims and 
activities.

The Muslim Brotherhood is a controversial 
movement. It claims to be a peaceful, 
democratic organization that condemns 
violence. It is considered a terrorist 
organization by a few Arab nations and Russia, 
but this designation is opposed by several 
human rights groups. They are considered 
too radical by some and not radical enough by 
others. Since the movement is large and loosely 
organized and has many affiliates, it is likely 
that all of the above could be found within it. 

DAY 15 May 8

The Muslim Brotherhood
IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR members of the 
Muslim Brotherhood who have 
influence in Arab nations, that 
they would use their influence to 
promote peace, freedom and the 
well-being of their communities.

 ➋ PRAY FOR Muslims who are 
motivated by their ideology to do 
good works, that they will be able 
to make a positive difference in 
their communities.

 ➌ ONE OF THE Muslim 
Brotherhood’s most popular 
slogans is “Islam is the solution”. 
Pray that its members would 
explore another way, Jesus.  
(John 14:6)

Global movements

The group sees Islam as a means for
personal and social improvement.
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The group sees Islam as a means for
personal and social improvement.
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Islamic seminaries, or madrasas, are places 
where Muslims study to become mosque 

leaders or generally learn more about Islam. 
The Deoband madrasa movement is equipping 
new leaders across the globe. Deobandis are 
Sunni; they don’t necessarily see themselves as 
a movement within Sunni Islam but may consider 
themselves the purest Sunni Muslims.

The first Deobandi madrasa started in 

Deoband, India, in 1866. The purpose of the 
madrasa was to preserve and protect Muslim 
culture, and they knew that one madrasa 
would not be enough to accomplish this goal. 
All graduates are equipped and encouraged 
to start new mosques or madrasas. There are 
currently over 100,000 Deobandi madrasas 
around the world—many in Pakistan, India, 
Bangladesh and surrounding countries. 

Over the past 40 years Deobandi madrasas 
have been started in South Africa, Australia, 

the UK, Canada, Trinidad and 
Tobago, and the USA. They are 
all funded by their local Muslim 
community, and able to adapt 
their services to their context, 

for example, teaching in English and answering 
questions about the Muslim perspective on 
Christian holidays. 

The fact that the first Deobandi madrasa 
started in a context where Muslims were 
trying to protect their faith and culture from 
wider outside influences means that Deobandi 
madrasas are well positioned to produce new 
Muslim leaders who will do the same.

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ BLESS THESE young Muslim 
leaders in the name of Jesus; 
ask that they would seek first the 
kingdom of God.

 ➋ DEOBANDI MADRASAS are 
places of leadership within Muslim 
communities; ask that they would 
be places of wisdom, compassion 
and kindness.

 ➌ PRAY THAT many leaders within 
the Deoband madrasa movement 
join with the Psalmist and say, 
“I long for your precepts; in your 
righteousness give me life! Let 
your steadfast love come to me, O 
Lord, your salvation according to 
your promise.” (Psalm 119:40–41)

DAY 16 May 11

Deoband madrasa movement

Photo © C Tollerton

India
South Asia

The purpose of the madrasa 
was to preserve and protect 

Muslim culture.
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Tariq grew up in a religious Muslim family, 
regularly attending mosque with his family 

in a traditional Muslim community. 
But Tariq began to challenge those traditions 

as he grew older. Engaged in a global business 
with a diverse group of friends, Tariq began to 
question the relevance of some Islamic beliefs 
to his modern concerns. Tariq’s family feared 
he was rejecting his faith. But Tariq did not 
want to stop being Muslim—he wanted to find a 
way to be a Muslim in the 21st century. 

Progressive movements in Islam, sometimes 
called Islamic Modernism, face the challenge 
of interpreting the religion that was founded 
in seventh-century Arabia for a contemporary, 
global community. This movement began to 
emerge in the 19th century, a time of rapid 
change, including colonialism and the rise 

of Western civilization, which 
impacted the Muslim world in 
many ways. 

Progressive Muslims are not 
trying to remove their faith from their public 
life—they are trying to apply their faith in 
contemporary culture, particularly in regard to 

modern values related to women, LGBTQ people 
and human rights. They run for public office on 
platforms that emphasize equality or forming 
organizations such as the Inclusive Mosque 
Initiative begun in London, UK, or the global 
group, Muslims for Progressive Values. 

Progressive Muslims can be opposed by 
more conservative Muslims wherever they 

are. Some will only meet privately or online to 
discuss their beliefs, for fear of community or 
family disapproval.

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ MATTHEW 7:7–10 says, “Ask, 
and it will be given to you; seek, 
and you will find ...” Pray for 
Muslims who are asking questions 
and seeking answers about faith in 
the modern world. 

 ➋ PRAY FOR Muslims who are 
troubled by rapid changes in their 
communities and in the world, that 
they will find peace in the One who 
never changes. (James 1:17)

 ➌ PRAY FOR opportunities to get 
to know progressive Muslims and 
talk to them about what it’s like to 
follow Jesus in 2020. 

DAY 17 May 10

Progressive Muslims
Global movements

Tariq began to question the relevance of some 
Islamic beliefs to his modern concerns.
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The year 1979 was significant for Iran and 
the entire Muslim world. Widespread social 

injustices, exiled leaders, Western-oriented 
politics and religious influences led to a revolt. 
The Persian monarchy was replaced by an 
Islamic Republic. The famous Ayatollah Khomeini 
came back to Iran from his exile in France to be 
the leader of the revolution and establish a new 
Islamic state. 

The country of Iran exchanged Western 
cultural influences for a conservative Muslim 
theocracy that included the segregation of 
women and the censorship of media and 
culture. These changes spread into many 
surrounding Muslim countries. Arab states 
such as Egypt also became more conservative, 
restricting the freedom of their citizens and 
influencing daily life for millions. 

In Iran now, more than 40 years after the 
revolution, the population is ageing, many who 
could leave have left, and many who remain 
are dissatisfied with the results. The economic 
situation seems hopeless, the drug addiction 
rate is one of the highest in the world, and 
many people are disillusioned with their Muslim 
leaders. 

But at the same time, Christian media and 
supernatural revelations are leading many 
Iranians to follow Jesus. Tomorrow’s article will 
focus on the growth of secret house churches 
in Iran. 

The Islamic Revolution had an impact on the 
whole Middle East region and the world—but so 
did the message of the gospel when it arrived. 
It will do so again.

DAY 18 May 11

The Islamic Revolution in Iran
Iran
Middle East

36
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IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY THAT the leaders and 
people of Iran will pursue a new 
revolution for peace, stability and 
freedom.

 ➋ PRAY FOR the Iranian people, 
suffering under difficult economic 
and social conditions. Be inspired 
by Psalm 63.

 ➌ PRAY FOR the new movement 
happening in Iran—the movement 
towards becoming disciples of 
Jesus, that it would also grow and 
spread to other nations. 
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Mahnaz nervously rings the apartment 
door bell. As she’s quickly ushered in she 

sees a few well-worn Bibles and smiles on six 
familiar faces: She’s in the right place. This 
small Christian fellowship of new believers meets 
in a different home each week as part of their 
efforts to avoid detection.

They begin the meeting by singing 
worship songs, but quietly so as not to alert 
the neighbors. After worship, they share 
testimonies and then listen to a sermon online. 
The teaching, from Matthew 10, is hard-hitting: 

Jesus told his followers to expect to suffer for 
His name. Indeed, the preacher was himself 
forced into exile because of persecution. 
Mahnaz listens carefully. She already knows 
the risks and has decided Jesus is worth it.

Mahnaz is part of Iran’s rapidly growing 
house-church movement, which first emerged 
in the late 1990s. After decades of restrictions 
on church gatherings following the 1979 
Islamic Revolution, church leaders realized the 
only way to continue sharing the gospel with 
Muslim-background Iranians was to operate in 
secret. 

What began as a trickle has become a flood! 
Now, secret fellowships are forming weekly as 
the gospel spreads. It is not uncommon to hear 
of whole families coming to faith together.

Iran’s government responds harshly when 
a house church is discovered. Nevertheless, 
there are many like Mahnaz who are hungry 
to gather with other believers to learn more 
about their precious Savior. And as non-

Christians see believers willingly suffering 
for their faith, the curiosity about 

Jesus only spreads wider. 

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ BLESS new believers like 
Mahnaz as they grow in their faith, 
and pray for protection for their 
churches. 

 ➋ PRAY FOR peace, prosperity 
and stability in Iran, and for 
freedom for all Iranians to worship 
as they want.

 ➌ PRAY FOR the authorities in 
Iran to be just towards Christians, 
and for Christians to be salt and 
light. (Matthew 5:13–16)

DAY 19 May 12

Iran’s house-church movement
Iran
Middle East
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There are over 350,000 Muslims in Taiwan, and most of 
them are migrant workers from Indonesia. The majority 

are laborers, fishermen, maids, and nurses, though some are 
there as students or are spouses of Taiwanese citizens.  

Many employers respect their Muslim employees, 
allowing them to follow the Islamic rituals of daily prayers, 
fasting in Ramadan and celebrating Muslim holidays. But, 
of course, the migrants miss their families and keep in 
touch with them regularly through smart phones and social 
media.

Sunday is the highlight of the week for Taiwan’s Muslim 
migrant workers. Crowds of them from all over the country 
gather in the main station in the capital city, Taipei. They 
look around for familiar faces, find a corner to sit in 
together and chat with others in their own languages. They 
share traditional foods from Indonesia, share their common 
experiences and talk of home. For these homesick 
Muslims, it is a refreshing break after a busy week.

Generally, a migrant worker has to sign a three-year 
contract to work in Taiwan. When the contract finishes 
they either go back to Indonesia or try to be hired by a 
new employer. With so many villages in Indonesia still 
unreached by the message of Christ, these three years in 
Taiwan could be the only chance for migrant workers to 
hear the gospel.

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ THERE ARE about 350,000 
Muslim migrant workers in Taiwan. 
Pray for them to do well in their 
work and fulfil their goals of 
earning money for their families. 

 ➋ PRAY FOR Christians in Taiwan 
to be expressions of God’s love to 
these visitors in their country.  

 ➌ PRAY FOR Taiwanese 
employers to be just and kind to 
their employees, caring about 
their needs and also giving them 
opportunity to learn of Christ. 

DAY 20 May 13

Muslims in Taiwan
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Taiwan
East Asia

Of course, the migrants
miss their families.
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Empowering national leaders.
Proclaiming Christ. 
Planting churches.

impactmiddleeast.org

The primary strategy for impacting the Middle East is the 
multiplication of house churches among the underserved 
peoples throughout the region and among the diaspora.
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The Kashmiri people live in an interesting 
place geographically, with Muslim Pakistan 

to the west, Hindu India to the south and 
Buddhist Tibet to the east. All three religions 
have influenced Kashmir, and even today it 
contains one of the holiest places of pilgrimage 
for Hindus. 

However, the ethnic Kashmiri people are 
mostly Muslim. Living across the India-
Pakistan border with a population close to 
eight million, the vast majority of them live in 
the Indian states of Jammu and Kashmir. Ever 
since the independence of India from Britain 
in 1947 the region has been in conflict—both 

because India and Pakistan claim the 
territory as their own, and also because 
the Kashmiri don’t feel that they belong to 
either of these countries. 

It is not Islamic extremism that drives 
Kashmiris to desire an independent 
state, though that has been one of many 
movements aimed at influencing them. 

Rather, it is their identity as Kashmiri. In fact, 
because of the significant influences of Sufism 
(an Islamic form of mysticism), Kashmiris are 
generally convinced, but not extremist, in their 
faith. 

Still, it can be observed that Kashmiris have 
become more conservative during the past 15 
years, partly due to warnings from a famous 
Muslim TV preacher that Christians would try to 
convert them. In spite of traces of mission work 
in their area dating back over a hundred years, 
there are hardly any followers of Jesus among 
them.

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ CURRENT EFFORTS to reach 
Kashmiris with the gospel are few, 
though Indian missionaries are 
working hard in the region. Pray 
for their efforts.

 ➋ MANY INFLUENCES compete 
for the attention and devotion of 
the Kashmiris. Pray that they 
will have clear direction to 
create peace and stability in 
the region. 

 ➌ PRAY FOR political 
and separatist 
leaders involved 
in the conflict 
to pursue unity 
for the sake of 
the Kashmiri 
people. 

DAY 21 May 14

Kashmiri Muslims

Kashmiris are generally convinced, but 
not extremist, in their faith.

India
South Asia
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IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR Muslim students 
who are far from home, that they 
will find supportive friends and do 
well in their studies. 

 ➋ PRAY FOR organizations like 
Friends International which focus 
on international student ministry, 
reaching out with Christian love to 
students from the Muslim world. 
Pray for wisdom, sensitivity and 
deep friendship which enables 
meaningful dialogue. 

 ➌ PRAY THAT churches and 
individual Christians would see 
the opportunities to befriend 
Muslim international students 
and be willing to get to know 
and understand and bless them. 
(Matthew 25:34–36)

DAY 22 May 15

International student movements 

In the past decade, many Muslim students 
have traveled abroad to obtain degrees in 

higher education. Many men, women and 
families are moving to live for up to five years 
in countries where contact with Christians is 
highly likely.

For example, each year up to 15,000 Muslims 
move to the UK as international students. This 
movement of accomplished and intelligent 
Muslim men and women from the Middle 
East, North Africa, Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Central Asia has been made possible by 
agreements established between universities 
and governments. Such opportunities can be 
stressful and lonely, but it gives the church a 
wonderful opportunity to welcome international 
students with love and to support them as they 
adjust to a very different society. 

Through friendship and hospitality, Christians 
show foreign students the love of Christ and 
address many misunderstandings. When 
these students return to their countries, their 

understanding of Christianity will be shaped by 
their experiences and relationships. Such as 
Mohammed from the Middle East who came 
to the UK hostile about Christians but who 
now counts many of them among his closest 
friends. Or like Saara, who has a transformed 
understanding of who Jesus is and loves Him 
like never before. 

Global movements

It gives the church a wonderful opportunity to
welcome international students with love.



Almagd TV provides:
   The gospel message in a simple, biblical way for 

your Muslim friend
   Secure live chats via the website, WhatsApp, and 

Viber. Our team answers your Muslim friend’s 
spiritual questions, leads them to Jesus and 
provides weekly discipleship for new believers.

   Ads free, and no ask for financial  
support from the viewer

Free 24/7 streaming at almagd.tv  
and on  twitter.com/almagdtv

Get the satellite frequencies for the  
Middle East, North Africa, Australia,  
New Zealand, and Europe at  
https://almagd.tv/en/tv

ENCOURAGE YOUR ARAB FRIENDS 
TO WATCH ALMAGD TV 

To partner with our frontline 
ministry, please visit  
almagd.tv/en



In the beautiful state of Kerala, you’ll see something you don’t 
see in some other rural parts of India: Girls walking to school 

with boys. Middle-class villages along the coast boast their own 
colorful mosques and madrasas, where children—both boys and 
girls—are taught to read, write, and recite the Quran in a moderate 
brand of Islam. With a 90 percent literacy rate, most of the 
almost ten million Mappila in this region are educated and have 
often traveled. Increasingly, they represent a growing movement 
to increase the value and rights of women.  

In January 2019, Ayisha cupped her daughter’s face in her 
hand and bent to look her in the eye, saying, “Today, I will 
have a voice as a woman. Because of what I will do today, 
I will say that women, Muslim women, Mappila women, 
women in Kerala and in all of India, are just as valuable as 
men, and should be treated equally.” That day, Ayisha joined 
up to five million other women who formed a “Women’s 
Wall” that stretched 385 miles long. They stood, face out 
to the road, right hands outstretched, to silently spread the 
message that women have value, rights, and worth in the 
eyes of God and man. 

Perhaps it is Mappila women who will have the same 
courage and faith to lead their family into the kingdom of 
God.
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IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR Mappila families 
often living apart because the 
husband works in a Gulf country 
to support the family. (Psalm 
68:5–6b)

 ➋ PRAY FOR Mappila women to 
know the truth about who they 
are in Christ and to continue 
to champion the value of every 
person. (Galatians 4:7) 

 ➌ PRAY THAT the almost ten 
million Mappila, the first Indians 
to embrace Islam a thousand 
years ago, would embrace and 
then share the good news of the 
kingdom of God. (Isaiah 61:4) 

DAY 23 May 16

The Mappila of India: 
Women raising their voices

India
South Asia

Women have value, rights, and 
worth in the eyes of God and man.
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Have you heard of the term “cultural 
Christian”? It describes a person who 

generally accepts familiar Christian values and 
may participate in common Christian practices 
but does not consider Christianity to be of 
great importance in their life. 

A cultural Christian may be atheist or 
agnostic, or may describe themselves as 
“spiritual but not religious”. Often, they 
have grown up in an environment that was 
traditionally Christian, and which is how 
they identify, though they may have serious 
disagreements with some expressions of that 
faith.

“Cultural Muslims” are similar. Decline in 
religious commitment is growing in Muslim 
communities where people are disappointed 
with the rise of extremism, corrupt religious 

leaders and the constraints of religious 
expectations. A cultural Muslim will identify as 
Muslim but be only nominally religious—or not 
at all.

Cultural Muslims can be found across the 
world, but especially in Europe, Central Asia, 
North America and parts of the Middle East and 
South-east Asia. Recent surveys from the Pew 
Research Center found that only one percent 
of Muslims in Azerbaijan and five percent of 
Muslims in Albania attend mosque regularly, for 
example. They also found that only two percent 
of Muslims in Kazakhstan and 14 percent of 
Muslims in Bosnia-Herzegovina perform all 
five of the daily prayers. In the USA, where 
Muslims make up only about one percent of the 
population, 64 percent of Muslims say religion 
is very important to them, which is about the 
same as the percentage for Christians.

As the role of religion is changing globally, 
Muslims are confronted with the same 
questions that Christians are, about how 
to identify themselves both inside and 
outside of their traditional communities. 

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR Muslims who long 
for a faith that is important and 
significant, to find what they are 
looking for. (Matthew 6:33)

 ➋ CONSIDER IN PRAYER how 
we as believers in Christ should 
continually examine our faith so 
our witness is authentic.  
(2 Corinthians 13:5; James 3:9–12) 

 ➌ BE INSPIRED to pray for cultural 
Muslims from Psalm 111. 

DAY 24 May 17

Cultural Muslims

Photo © Pexels CC Mentatdgt

Global movements

A cultural Muslim will identify as Muslim 
but be only nominally religious.
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IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ BELIEVERS FROM mostly 
unreached Muslim communities 
must learn how to share their faith 
in a community that has little 
knowledge of what it means to be 
a Christian. Pray for believers in 
these situations to have wisdom 
and direction from the Holy Spirit. 

 ➋ BE INSPIRED to pray for the 
Kyrgyz from Isaiah 58.

 ➌ PRAY FOR many in Kyrgyzstan 
to come to faith and seek to follow 
Christ within their culture. 

DAY 25 May 18

Christian movements in Kyrgyzstan

While visiting friends in a Kyrgyz village, we 
passed around the bowls of tea as usual. 

But our friend, Azim, refused. “No,” he said, “I’m 
fasting.” 

Of course, every good Muslim fasts during 
Ramadan. It is one of the most important 
rituals in their faith. But Azim? He is the only 
Christian in the village. Why is he fasting? 

At the foot of the great mountains, Kyrgyz 
people are proud of their traditions. They are 
Kyrgyz first, then Muslims. After the collapse 
of the Soviet Union, people remembered 
their roots in their search for identity. This 
strengthened Islam, but also revived ancient 
customs from times before the people became 
Muslim. Only a few people in the village fast 
properly or attend the mosque regularly, but 
the whole village meets in one another’s 
homes to break the fast. For them, Ramadan is 
about community and identity.

So why does Azim fast? For many years 
after becoming a Christian, Azim did not 
want anything to do with Muslims. They 
had harassed him and his family. But 

as he grew stronger in his faith and 

asked God for wisdom, he understood that he 
could live as a Christian within his own culture. 
And that included fasting! 

Therefore, Azim decided to fast as a 
Christian, following Christ’s example. But also, 
to connect with his neighbors. He visits others 
in the village to break the fast and talks with 
them about what it means to him to follow 
Christ.

Kyrgyzstan 
Central Asia
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It was nearly 1,400 years ago that a young 
Arab man, disillusioned with the injustice 

of society and the ever-present idolatry 
around him, decided he 
needed to get away. He 
would make a practice of 
meditating in a cave in the 
hills near his hometown of 
Mecca (in modern-day Saudi Arabia).

He was Muhammad, and on one 
particular night he had an encounter he 
didn’t expect. Later, Muhammad recalled 

how an angel appeared to him, giving 
him the first of the revelations that would 
eventually come to be known as the Quran.

Laylat al-Qadr, also 
known as the “Night 
of Power”, is the 
commemoration of 
this night. It’s a time so 

special and sacred to Muslims around the 
world that they will take on great tasks, 
such as praying throughout the night, 
reading the entire Quran or even living in 
the mosque for days at a time.

Muslims believe that worship on Laylat 
al-Qadr is more valuable than a thousand 
months of regular worship, and also that 
God decrees one’s destiny for the coming 
year during this time. 

On a night when hearts and minds are 
focused on pleasing God, we can gather 
around the throne of grace and ask the 
Lord to make Jesus known to them.

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ MUSLIMS ARE SEEKING God 
for revelation on this night. Pray 
that Jesus will reveal Himself in 
supernatural ways. 

 ➋ PRAY THAT Christians in 
Muslim communities will boldly 
share the good news of salvation 
at this time when their friends 
are more mindful of their sin and 
shortcomings.

 ➌ PRAY FOR Muslims who are 
shifting in their faith, trying to 
decide what they believe and who 
they should follow, that the Way, 
the Truth and the Life will be clear 
to them. (John 14:6)

DAY 26 May 19

Laylat al-Qadr (Night of Power)
Global movements

Worship on Laylat al-Qadr is 
more valuable than a thousand 

months of regular worship



Last week, I baptised my own mother!” 
revealed Shared, a young woman wearing a 

typical headcover or jilbab. In this small village 
in the east of the Sumbawa island of Indonesia, 
a small movement towards faith in Jesus has 
been taking place. 

“God has been working among us,” reports 
Shared. “In the past there were only about 

200–300 Christians living in some 
villages close to the town. We didn’t 

have good contact with them. But in 
the last five years God has shown us 
that Jesus is more than a prophet. 
Some Christians came to help us 

to discover through the stories of the 
Injil [gospel] who Jesus really is. We didn’t 

have to change our culture or leave our 

community. Every one of us tells other family 
members about Him.” 

The Holy Spirit is working among this people 
group of 800,000, who are known as the Mbojo 
or Bima. Despite persecution in this almost 
entirely Islamic island, the number of believers 
is increasing. The New Testament and the Jesus 
movie have been translated and Christian radio 
programs are available.

Most of the Mbojo use to be not well 
educated, fearing that education would threaten 
their culture and religion. That has changed in 
recent years, though most of them are still poor 
and live as farmers. But they are learning that 
they can follow Jesus and keep their culture 
intact, for Jesus came to save people from every 
nation, tribe and tongue. 
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IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR this movement 
toward Jesus to continue growing 
and maturing. (Ephesians 3:16–19)

 ➋ PRAY FOR the Mbojo to 
develop educational and work 
opportunities that will 
help their culture 
survive into the 
future. 

 ➌ PRAY FOR more 
workers in Indonesia 
who can teach about 
Jesus in a relevant way 
to those who do not know 
Him, as prophesied in 
Revelation 5:9.

DAY 27 May 20

The Mbojo (or Bima) of East Sumbawa
Indonesia
East Asia

“

Every one of us tells other
family members about Him.

Photo © Wikimedia CC Theklan



At least 1.5 million Muslims are thought to 
live in London, UK. This means that one in 

six people living in the city are Muslim. What 
movements are influencing their community? 
Here are some:

Muslims becoming more religious. 
This happens often among second-generation 
immigrant Muslims, as they do not connect 
with their parents’ original country because it 
seems foreign or backward to them, nor with 
the UK because UK society feels too permissive 
for them. They therefore find their primary 
identity in Islam. They become more religious 
than their parents; a few become vulnerable to 
radicalization.

Muslims abandoning Islam. 
This movement has been happening among 
Iranians and Kurds for a while but is now 
spreading among Muslims from many 
ethnic backgrounds, including Arabs and 
Somalis. Catalysts for this movement include 
disillusionment with political and extremist 
groups who claim to be implementing Islam 

properly, and being unable to reconcile certain 
teachings in Islamic texts and stories in the life 
of their prophet. Many identify themselves as 
“atheist”. Many may still believe in God, but do 
not believe in any religion. Very few have heard 
the gospel.

Muslims emphasizing “humanity” over religion.
Many Muslims in the street who still identify 
as Muslims say that it is not important what 
religion you follow if you are kind to others. It 
is difficult to know what is driving this view, or 
how sincere it is.
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IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR Muslims seeking a 
place of belonging and identity to 
find it in Christ. (1 John 3:1–3)

 ➋ PRAY THAT followers of Christ 
in London will be an effective 
witness and have opportunities to 
share their faith with Muslims and 
former Muslims.

 ➌ LONDON is a city with great 
influence and opportunity. Pray 
for a movement to Christ among 
Muslims who live there, as they 
have connections all over the 
world. 

DAY 28 May 21

Muslims in London
United Kingdom
Europe

One in six people living in
London are Muslim.
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Iska warran?” is a standard greeting among 
friends and acquaintances in Somalia. It 

means, “Tell me what is new with you.”
Somalis do not consider one another as 

strangers even if they have never met before. It 
is not uncommon for two Somalis who’ve never 
met before to be on a bus ride and strike up a 
conversation. Before the journey is over, they 
could be mistaken for friends who have known 
each other for years. Despite decades of brutal 
civil war, a Somali will usually trust another 
Somali they have known for a short time more 
than a foreigner they have known for a long 
time.

Violence committed in the name of Islam 
has created two visible movements in 

Somalia. The first movement is an 
increasing number of Muslims 
who are abandoning Islam. While 
some of these who express deep 

dissatisfaction with Islam are 

leaving religion altogether, many more are 
instead becoming disciples of Christ, thus 
creating the second movement. 

The Somali Church has been growing 
significantly since 1991 when the country 
started its descent into lawlessness. The 
gruesome killing of a local evangelist in 2008 
in southern Somalia triggered the start of 
significant church growth. 

Pastor Fatima, 29, described the number of 
Muslim seekers becoming disciples of Christ 
as “Acts of the Apostles—Somali version”. The 
pastor reported 21 new house churches in her 
area of ministry in southern Somalia in the first 

six months of 2019! May every Somali’s 
response to the greeting question, “Tell 
me what is new with you” be “I have 
become a disciple of Christ.”

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR the Somali Muslim 
seekers to join the movement to 
become disciples of Christ.

 ➋ PRAY THAT the Somali people 
will know the peace of Christ that 
Jesus talked about in John 16:33 
and be able to work towards peace 
in their nation.

 ➌ PRAY FOR the new and 
rapidly growing Church in 
Somalia to be discipled 
well and grow in faith. 
(Hebrews 12:1–3)

DAY 29 May 22

The Somalis of Somalia
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Somalia
Africa The pastor reported 21 new house 

churches in her area of ministry.

Photos © Aweis A Ali

“



IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ PRAY FOR established 
churches to value MBBs and 
welcome and enfold them into 
their fellowships.

 ➋ PRAY FOR MBBs to connect 
with mature Christians and to 
grow as followers of Jesus.

 ➌ PRAY FOR new churches 
and initiatives to emerge 
that effectively enfold and 
equip Christians from various 
backgrounds and offer them a 
shared sense of family. 

DAY 30 May 23

Muslim-background believers 

It happened during Ramadan. Fatima suddenly 
had a vision of Jesus. She has never forgotten 

how lovingly He looked at her and said, “Come, 
follow me!” Never before had she experienced 
such a deep sense of peace. Secretly she began 
to do some research—and thus the young woman 
from a strict Muslim family in Saudi Arabia 
discovered that she was not the only one who had 
experienced transformation. In fact, she found 
that there were even Saudis who unashamedly 
appeared on television as Christians. 

Change is taking place in countries across 
the Middle East. Increasingly, people are put off 
by extremism and do not want to have anything 
to do with oppressive expressions of religion. 
They long to know God, and through Christian 

media, dreams or visions they find Jesus, and 
even in the face of intimidation and death 
threats they dare to follow Him.  

But following Jesus is not always met with 
immediate acceptance in existing Christian 
circles. Just like the apostle Paul: “When 
he came to Jerusalem, he tried to join the 
disciples, but they were all afraid of him, not 
believing that he really was a disciple.” (Acts 
9:26) Security concerns in nations that do 
not have freedom of religion, fear, and mutual 
lack of trust raise the question whether it’s 
more effective to enfold Muslim-background 
believers (MBBs) into existing churches or 
whether they should be encouraged to plant 
and develop their own churches. 

Global movements
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When the new moon is sighted it marks the beginning of the new Islamic 
month and Eid al-Fitr, the “Festival of Breaking the Fast”, will start! 

After 30 days of fasting, the Eid celebration at the end of Ramadan is a 
joyful time that usually lasts about three days. Muslims will buy new clothes, 
exchange gifts and, of course, enjoy special foods. In Muslim-majority nations, 
the streets may be decorated and festivals will be held. 

For many Muslims, Eid al-Fitr begins with communal prayers at daybreak and 
the distribution of money (zakat) to the poor, which is one of the five pillars of 
Islam. 

You can greet Muslim friends during this time by saying, “Eid Mubarak”, 
which means “Blessed Eid!” 

Ramadan is over for this year, but you can continue to pray for Muslims you 
know, and Muslims around the world: 

● Despite the unsettling developments in our world today that involve actions 
in the name of Islam, there is at the same time a largely untold story about 
unprecedented movement to Christ among Muslims. There have been more 
such movements of 1,000 or more new disciples among Muslims in the 
last three decades or so than in all the previous history of Christian Muslim 
relationships! Pray for this momentum to continue. (Acts 2:17–21) 

● Pray for Christian workers and organizations focused on seeing effective 
discipleship movements among Muslim people.

●  Ask the Holy Spirit to continue to inspire you to have God’s heart for Muslims, 
to see them as He does, and to be the light that leads them to Jesus. 
(Matthew 5:14–15)

IDEAS FOR PRAYER

 ➊ Pray for opportunities to show 
the love of Christ to Muslims 
around you. 

 ➋ Pray for, and offer generous 
hospitality to, those you know who 
are serving Christ among Muslim 
people. (Romans 12:13)

 ➌ When you gather with fellow 
believers, remember to pray for 
Muslims throughout the year and 
encourage them to also participate 
in 30 Days!

May 24

Keep praying
Global
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Thank you to those among you who 
●  actively reach out to Muslim neighbors—across the street and 

around the world,
●  financially and otherwise support ministry to the Muslim world 

(including this prayer mobilization),
●  as Muslims are willing to face the risk involved with embracing 

Christ.

And thank you for participating in this international prayer movement 
in 2020. We hope to see you next year when we plan to publish yet 
another Muslim World Prayer Guide—the 30th edition.

Financial support
To contribute toward our prayer mobilization projects (which now 
also include the Hindu and the Buddhist World Prayer Guides)
●  By mail: WorldChristian Concern, PO Box 9208, Colorado Springs 

CO 80932
●  Online: worldchristianconcern.org/donate

We are not an organization with development staff and foundational 
grants underwriting our projects. We are a small family operation with 
occasional part-time help. We use our personal financial resources each 
year, praying and hoping that sales AND donations will be sufficient for 
us to continue.

Copyright ©2020 30 Days International. All photos used with permission. 

THANK YOU



Continue exploring  
God’s heart for  

the Muslim world!

frontiersUSA.org | frontiers.ca

Hungry for Hope
A prayer guide by

Through this prayer guide, you’ll:

 Receive daily insights into the unique 
experiences of Muslims.

Be equipped to pray powerfully and 
specifically for Muslim families.

Expand your prayer life.

Sign up for this 30-day email prayer guide at

www.frontiersUSA.org/hope
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Muslim World Prayer Guide: Just for Kids 2020
30 Days WorldChristian
This is the family/children’s edition of the prayer booklet 
you hold in your hand. It follows the same daily topics but 
shortened and simplified for elementary school-age kids; 
it also includes some fun activities. Go ahead and involve 
the younger members of your church or family.  
$3.00 (see quantity discounts on page 56)

Defying Jihad
Esther Ahmad and Craig Borlase Tyndale
The Dramatic True Story of a Woman Who Volunteered to Kill 
Infidels—And Then Faced Death for Becoming One. This is 
the true story of a girl growing up under radical Islamic 
rule, trained to believe her ultimate purpose was to serve 
Allah by dying as a jihadist. But two nights before she was 
to leave forever, she had a dream … one that would change 
the course of her destiny. $16.99; Sale: $14.44

Fruit to Harvest
Gene Daniels, Pam Arlund and Jim Haney (eds.)  
William Carey
With this book you will join a global mission conversation 
at the forefront of gospel advance—the world of Islam. 
Case studies and reflections on strategies for overcoming 
barriers from 47 writers hailing from 21 different 
countries. Insights from hundreds of testimonies taken 
from field workers in 30 different agencies working across 
the Muslim world. $19.99; Sale: $15.99 

Refugee Diaspora
Sam George and Miriam Adeney William Carey
This is an account of the global refugee situation and how 
the light of the gospel is shining brightly in the darkest 
corners of the greatest humanitarian crisis on our planet. 
These hope-filled pages of refugees encountering Jesus 
Christ present models of Christian ministry tackling 
the real challenges of ministering to them. It includes 
biblical, theological and practical reflections from leading 
scholars as well as practitioners. $14.99; Sale: $11.99

God’s Hostage
Andrew Brunson Baker
God’s Hostage is the incredible true story of Andrew 
Brunson’s imprisonment in Turkey, his brokenness, and 
his eventual freedom. Accused of being a spy and being 
among the plotters of an attempted coup, he became a 
political pawn whose story soon became known around 
the world. Anyone with a heart for missions, especially to 
the Muslim world, will love this tension-laden and faith-
laced book. $26.99; Sale: $20.24 

The Kingdom Unleashed
Jerry Trousdale and Gerry Sunshine DMM Library
Christianity is growing faster than at any time in history. 
So why is the Church in Europe and America declining? 
The book explores kingdom movements. Central to 
each one are the core values that Jesus proclaimed and 
modeled. The authors identify the reasons why only a few 

RESOURCES FOR 2020



such movements are happening in the Western 
world. Interviews with leading movement catalysts 
illuminate the biblical principles and practices that 
Jesus mandated. By returning to these, we can 
revitalize Christianity in the Global North.  
$16.99; Sale: $14.44

2020 Personal Prayer Diary/Planner
YWAM Publishing
Over 40,000 believers worldwide use this unique 
annual prayer and scheduling tool (no longer spiral-
bound) to organize/plan their lives’ days, weeks 
and months, journal their prayer times and Bible 
reading, and systematically pray for the nations.  
Get the 2020 edition at 50% discount: $9.00. 

Clues to Africa, Islam, and the Gospel
Colin Bearup William Carey
Everyone loves simple answers but making 
disciples in Africa requires more than a formula. 
New workers, in particular, need to know about 
African Muslim culture to successfully introduce 
people to Christ. This book prepares the Christian 
worker to use good reflection questions and 
observation as tools to engage fruitfully with 
African Muslims. These simple practices empower 
workers to operate from a more informed 
perspective. $9.99
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My Phone

My Email

■ ■ My check is enclosed payable to WorldChristian.com 
(Add $7 fee for a US $ check that is drawn on non-US Bank.)

■ ■ Please charge my ■ ■ VISA ■■  MASTERCARD ■ ■ DISCOVER ■ ■ AMEX

Card No Expiry date

Signature CVV* 
*CVV security code: VISA/MC/DISC on signature panel. AMEX front above CC no.

Name

Address

City State Zip

MAIL YOUR ORDER FORM AND PAYMENT TO: 
WorldChristian.com, PO Box 9208, 
Colorado Springs, CO 80932 or visit  
www.WorldChristian.com 
Email: orders@worldchristian.com
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* Your donation helps us to assist 
ministry opportunities, and develop 
Prayer Focus material. 

Prices for the 2020 Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist Prayer Guides
Muslim World Prayer Guide (Adult version) 1–19 booklets: $3 each • 20–49: $2.50 ea  
• 50–249: $2.25 ea • 250–499: $1.75 ea • 500+ copies: $1.50 ea • 1,000+: $1.25 ea

Muslim World Prayer Guide (Just for Kids version) 1–19 booklets: $3 each  
• 20–49: $2.50 ea • 50–249: $2.25 ea • 250–499: $1.75 ea • 500+ copies: $1.50 ea

Buddhist World Prayer Guide (Ship now—use any time) 1–19 booklets: $3 each  
• 20–49: $2.50 ea • 50–249: $2.25 ea • 250–499: $1.75 ea • 500+ copies: $1.50 ea

Hindu World Prayer Guide (Oct 8–22—ship late summer) 1–19 booklets: $3 each  
• 20–49: $2.50 ea • 50–249: $2.25 ea • 250–499: $1.75 ea • 500+ copies: $1.50 ea

TITLE PRICE  QTY  TOTAL 

BOOKS

Sub-total $

Sales Tax $ 
Only if you order from Colorado: 2.9% 

Shipping & Handling $

*Donation $

Total $

TITLE PRICE  QTY  TOTAL 
Muslim World Prayer Guide for adults 
Minimum order 3 booklets
Muslim World Prayer Guide for kids
Minimum order 3 booklets
Buddhist World Prayer Guide (see page 30)
Minimum order 3 booklets
Hindu World Prayer Guide (see page 27) 
Minimum order 3 booklets • Shipping later summer

POSTERS
Buddhist World Prayer poster (Ships in tube) • $3 each

Muslim World Prayer poster (Ships in tube) • $3 each

Hindu World Prayer poster (Ships in summer) • $3 each Any added donation of $25 or more is tax-
deductible to US tax payers (received and 
recorded by WorldChristian Concern). You 
can also securely donate online at:  
www.WorldChristianConcern.org/donate

Standard Shipping 
(Online shipping calculations may differ slightly)
USA Addresses (for Prayer Booklets)
First copy: $2.50 (add $0.50 for each additional up to 20),  
20 copies: $12 (add $0.20 for each additional up to 100),  
100 copies: $28 (add $0.15 for each additional booklet)
USA Addresses (for Books and Posters)
First item: $3.99 (add $1.50 for each additional item)

Shipping to Canada from USA (for Prayer Booklets):
$3 per booklet up to 3 copies. 
$16 for any number between 4–10,  
$25: 11–15, $35: 16–20, $45: 21–25 
(add $3 for every five booklets over 25 copies: eg,  
$48 for up to 30 copies, $51 for up to 35, etc)
Shipping to Canada from USA (for Posters):
$13 (add $1.00 for each additional)
Shipping to Canada from USA (for Books):
$16 (add $3.00 for each additional)
For other countries: order online or enquire by email.

ORDER FORM Part 2

Edmonton: Email: pmahk2@shaw.ca Tel: 780.716.0700
Toronto: Email: ffm.toronto@sympatico.ca Tel: 416.778.6702

MUSLIM WORLD PRAYER GUIDES CAN 
ALSO BE ORDERED WITHIN CANADA56 ✱



30 Days of Prayer is a global 
movement of Christians praying 
for Muslims with faith, hope and 
love since 1993.

To read more, go to: 
30DaysPrayer.com

Or to learn about our world's Hindu 
and Buddhist neighbors go to:
15DaysPrayer.com

To Learn About, Pray For and Engage 
our World’s Muslim Neighbors

Published in North America since 1993 by

PO Box 9208, Colorado Springs, CO 80932. Tel: 1.719.442.6409
orders@worldchristian.com www.WorldChristian.com

To order from Canadian distributors, call or email: 
1 Palm Ministry in Edmonton: 780-716-0700 pmahk2@shaw.ca, 
2 FFM in Toronto: 416.778.6702 ffm.toronto@sympatico.ca

Designed by Jonathan Edwards www.jonathanedwardsdesign.com
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